
In hockey, moving the puck using the skill of passing often leads to speedy rushes up the ice or incredible 
goals. This is the thing that Anaheim Ducks fans love to see. It’s no different with electricity. Amazing things
happen when electrons move. When they do, it generates two types of electricity - static electricity
and current electricity.  

STATIC eLeCTRICITY
Static electricity is a build-up of electrons on the surface of an object. Although this happens all around us,
we don’t realize it exists until we touch something made of metal. The shock you feel, hear, or even see is the
result of static electricity on your body. So how does this happen? The best way to explain this is through our
most common run-in with static electricity. 

Static electricity 
by Adhesion

Electrons move by sticking onto
another object. When two neutral
objects are rubbed together, 
electrons can break free from 
one object and adhere, or stick, 
to the other.

Static electricity 
by Conduction

Electrons move through touching.
The electrons from a negatively
charged object will disperse 
all over a neutral object when
they touch.

Static electricity 
by Induction

Induction is the movement of
electrons by the repelling and
attracting nature of atomic
particles.
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Walking over carpet is a perfect
example of this. Electrons from
the carpet stick to the sock each
time you take a step. Now you’ve
got a charged up sock! 

Electrons move onto your skin
when it touches the sock. Now,
the entire surface of your skin is 
negatively charged... all the way
out to your fingertips!

The electrons on your fingertips
repel the electrons and attract 
the protons of the doorknob. 
Because opposites attract, the
shock you feel when your hand
gets near the doorknob are 
electrons jumping over to be 
with their proton friends. 
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What other places have you observed static
electricity in your classroom or school?



Complete the “hair raising” activities below to see, feel, and hear static
electricity at work.  

Step 1: gather Materials
• Blown up balloon
• Bed head

Step 2: Try the activities found in pictures A, B, and C. Start with A. Then, for B and C, you’ll need to
charge up the balloon first before doing these activities. 

Step 3: Write your observations for each activity in the space provided or in your journal. How did 
you experience static electricity and where did you see static electricity by adhesion, 
conduction, and induction? 

CuRRenT eLeCTRICITY 
Static electricity goes away, or discharges, very quickly. While it can provide a large amount of electricity,
we need something else that can power the lights and our devices for long periods of time. Current 
electricity is the answer! Current electricity is what you get when there’s a continuous, or non-stop, flow 
of electrons through an object. Thanks to electrical engineers, we can create this flow of electrons using
generators that push them safely to people’s homes near and far. The best thing about current electricity 
is that we can control it using a circuit, the electric playground for electrons! 

The rate, or speed,
of electron flow 
is measured in 
amperes (A). 

A B C
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